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About This Game

You are the legendary Minos Strategos (general of the ancient city of Minos)! Command the defenders of the temple by
harnessing the power of specific battle formations to push back the Minotaur hordes. Minos Strategos is a quick single-player

strategy game with a focus on elegance and clarity. Climb the single-player ladder as you devise flexible strategies, amassing an
ever-growing collection of command cards as you go!

Inspired by the board game "Tash-Kalar" by Vlaada Chvátil, Minos Strategos has players creating, matching, and utilizing unit
formations on an ever-changing battlefield. Unlock collectible command cards to summon powerful threats, clear large swaths

of enemies in an area of effect, and form powerful chaining combos to play multiple cards in a single turn.

"[Minos Strategos] is quite likely to be the best digital game of 2017" -Keith Burgun (Lead designer of Auro, Dinofarm Games)

Minos Strategos is the 4th game from strategy game design studio BrainGoodGames, creators of Militia, Axes and Acres and
SkyBoats. BrainGoodGames is committed to making fun, engaging single-player strategy games that combine random

generation with a single-player ladder so you can enjoy our games for as long as you like!
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Other BrainGoodGames:
Militia

http://store.steampowered.com/app/421260/ (96% positive, over 10,000 players)
"[Militia] might be the best single player strategy game I've played this year."

-Keith Burgun (Lead designer of Auro, Dinofarm Games)

Axes and Acres
http://store.steampowered.com/app/448910/ (88% positive)

"A quaintly Medieval exercise in chucking dice, flipping cards, and taming a pastoral landscape. BrainGood Games has done a
fantastic job capturing boardgame elegance in a tidy videogame package, complete with a gently punishing metagame."

-Tom Chick, Quarter to Three

SkyBoats
http://store.steampowered.com/app/510780/ (100% positive)

"These guys, BrainGoodGames, make some wonderful boardgame-like strategy games. Their newest one, Skyboats, is in the
Euro game genre, and it is simply outstanding. The developers are very clever, and have obviously playtested the heck out of this

design."
-FroBodine, Steam User Review
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Okay,

First things first. Gunship! is NOT a new game. As a matter of fact, it's so old that most young gamers probably never heard of
it. But, that's not as bad as it sounds, because Gunship! is a good game.
It's not perfect on all fronts, but the fact that you can play this in Co-Op is awesome. (Pilot\/Gunner)
Yes, I know, the store page doesn't mention it, but it has multiplayer Co-Op support.
If you experience any problems with the multiplayer part you might want to start a single player game first. (You had to do that
all the time, prior to hosting a session) That's what worked back then.. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=NeTR0vmn-Uw
The Throne is Empty, The King is Dead, You have no plans for the Weekend and you're Bored out of your mind. So what can
you do? Take the Throne & become the new King of the Middle Ages, but there's 5 other Nobles who the same goal in mind
too. Build your County's Resources so that your people will be Happy & Healthty while managing them carfully so you can build
an Army to Strike down your Rival Nobles & claim the Crown!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=nepBTni16oE
Tagline: "Long Live the King!"
Released: 1994
Developed & Published: Impressions Games\/Sierra Entertainment
1-6 Player Strategy. A shallow and very boring experience. I couldn't bring myself finishing the first world map. Lacks story,
atmosphere, some kind of suspense and it's repetitive. Quests have you waiting for in-game-nightfall. Lacks lots of genre
standards. If you're into greek ARPG you'd have a good time with Titan Quest instead or Zeus (Master of Olympus) for a
general "greek-themed" startegy game.

It's not worth your time if they'd pay you to play it.. I am sorry, but I can only recommend not buying this game. Apperently the
company no longer exist, as the game site is available, but the company site isn't. I experienced a problem after 5 hours of game
play. Too late for a refund. I requested one because the game quit working. Run time error, and steam support directed me to a
non existant site. A real shame, because I liked the game, but why buy if there's no support?. The graphics are nice but the
zombies are a little stiff and there is some clipping when they turn. There's also something wrong with the pace of this game. It's
either really slow (i.e. nothing happening) or the zombies \/ creatures come at you too quickly, which makes it difficult to shoot
ten of them while trying to reload. It would be much better if ammo, grenades, etc appear as "prizes" when you shoot zombies
(like HordeZ) rather than in a corner, etc. Sometimes I don't even see the ammo box until just before it disappears. TBH, I got
bored after two levels because the action was uneven and I was getting tired of trying to kill some flying ghost shooting green
globs at me. I'll wait to play again until after I see some development progress. I recommend this game because it's better than
several other similar games I've played, but HordeZ is still MUCH better.
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I fixed the bug i had all you need to realy do to fix the sems you have heroes of the west installed in another area just launch
anyways if you can't join a server delete your documents folder of red orchestra 2 (it doesnt remove progress just your graphic
settings). Am i the only one who dont get this game?. Great add on to Dungeon Defenders! The Summoner is like a new game;
everything is different and fun to figure out! I baught it and played for hours right off the get go :) so here's a list of things I'll
Pro\/con about this

Pro:
- New experience to the original game (helpful tip: "2" gives you the RTS overview mode)
- Fun with multiplayer
- Can fix anything anywhere and still issue commands
- The Summoner simply looks amazing (that's an opinion of course but I think that deserves props)

Con:
- Can be overwhelming with larger maps (like the Servants Quarters and Endless Spires)
- The Summoner is useless without his\/her minions (because he\/she can't attack)
- Some commands have no hot keys that really need one (like offensive movement). God tier game. This game turned my life
around.. This game is pure magic! The game sets you in a world with boundaries that will let you know when you make the
really wrong and immoral choice! I love the inclusion and diversity! Richard nails it this time around! He has learned from the
first game mis-steps and has made right by us who played and criticized the first. Job well done!

Pick this up and have some fun time and belly laughs!. played out in 0.1h, that's not worth an euro. not even makes fun. I
believe I can fly
I believe I can touch the sky
8/10 -> 9/10 (multiplayer fix)
FIXED - one for crashes in multiplayer - FIXED
other one for the missile warning
send help i can't sleep
hearing her screaming MISSILE MISSILE MISSILE MISSILE. I like this game. It's cute, not crazy or hectic. The customers are
patient which I like.
At first it can be a little challenging. I didn't know much about dominant and recessive
traits in plants but this game has a good little dictionary that explains many complicated
words so you'll learn while playing. The game is short but I don't mind. It was fun while it lasted.. I'm a bit un5ure of thi5, I find
the ab5urd 5tar Trek vibe mixed with Hawkeye Initiative vi5ual5 pretty amu5ing but a5 a gay per5on I wa5 hoping for more
depth.

I'm yet to fini5h 5o might change my mind when I get through more of the 5tory but 5o far the vi5ual quality i5 nothing
impre55ive, and it'5 rather glitchy which make5 game play a bit 5tilted. I'd 5ay it'5 not worth it5 full price tag in it5 current
5tate.

If you want a cheap laugh and an ea5y game thi5 i5 deifnitely your thing though. ~. (Version: 0.4.4.1 at time of review. Review
may get updated on full release)
[tldr~ Fun, Cheap, if skeptic look at newslog and see what they are planning]

Resurgence: Earth United is 'a first \/ 3rd person arena shooter with an emphasis on upgrading your arsenal and
avoiding some very enthusiastic robotic opponents

The game (in a technical sence) shows a tonne of promice in all aspects thus far, from the smoothness of the movement
to the current visual style on display. Sadly it is an Alpha in its early stages, alot of features are not implemented yet or
fully realised.
On that note however, the Devs are 'very' open to feedback and suggestions from users, asking for ideas and begging
for bug reports.

Gameplay wise~ you are jumping \/ bounding around in a slighty custom arena where the ground is dynamic.( Kind of
like a simplified Assault Android Cactus ) Shooting plasma based weaponry at waves of enemies... Honestly, I would
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almost call it in this current state ' Kiting your enemies until you blow them up simulator'... but that is a little unfair.

I, as a Twitch streamer, have played this game live and even hosted a giveaway to a good reception, It was a hit with
viewers as people seemed genuinely interested in the new IP.
The Devs have showed up to the streams as well, any bugs that were discovered while live were swiftly fixed by the
Devs, Honestly impressing me with the dedication. [ Hell I thought the boss was too easy \/ unfair in places, that was
fixed pretty much immediately]

As for things I dislike about this game, it can be boiled down to two things... A General lack of content (limited enemy
types \/ weapons) and polish (texture work \/ animations \/ particle effects \/ ease of life issues), Sadly as this is an
alpha, these issues are expected.

Finally. as the game is 'quite' cheap, with the Devs saying that they have no current plans on raising the price, Grab it
to give them the incentive to get this bloody project out of alpha already.

Would I say buy it? Yes
Would I say it needs work? Oh hell yes
Would saber keep playing it himself? ... SHUT UP IAM IN A ROUND ALREADY AND YOU ARE GOING TO GET
ME KIL- ... Great, wave one again, thanks for bugging me.
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